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(57) ABSTRACT 

In a hybrid type compressor, a one-Way clutch is provided 
betWeen a magnet rotor and a rotor shaft for allowing 
rotational driving force generated by an electric motor unit 
to be transmitted only from a rotor to a shaft. Thus, the 
rotational driving force generated by a vehicle engine is not 
transmitted from the rotor shaft to the magnet rotor. That is, 
an inertia moment of a rotational system With respect to a 
vehicle engine is made small, thereby reducing the impact 
vibration When the clutch mechanism engages. 
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FIG. l2 
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HYBRID TYPE COMPRESSOR DRIVEN BY 
ENGINE AND ELECTRIC MOTOR 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application is based on and incorporates 
herein by reference Japanese Patent Application Nos. Hei. 
9-184156 ?led on Jul. 9, 1997, Hei. 9-192921 ?led on Jul. 
17, 1997, Hei. 9-198828 ?led on Jul. 24, 1997, and Hei. 
10-9043 ?led on Jan. 20, 1998. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0003] The present invention relates to a hybrid type 
compressor Which is driven by different driving sources such 
as an engine and an electric motor. 

[0004] 2. Description of Related Art 

[0005] JP-U-6-87678 discloses a hybrid type compressor 
for vehicle air conditioning apparatus, in Which the com 
pression mechanism thereof is driven by an electric motor 
When an engine stops, and is driven by the engine When the 
engine operates. 

[0006] In the hybrid type compressor disclosed in the 
above reference, because a sWash plate constructing the 
compression mechanism is connected to the motor shaft of 
the electric motor, the rotor of the electric motor rotates even 
When the compression mechanism is driven by the engine. 

[0007] As a result, the inertia moment of a rotating system 
including the sWash plate and the rotor becomes large, and 
an impact vibration caused by engaging an electromagnetic 
clutch thereWith becomes large, thereby making a passenger 
feel uncomfortably. 

[0008] JP-A-4-164169 discloses a hybrid type compressor 
in Which the rotational driving force of an engine is trans 
mitted to the compression mechanism thereof through an 
electromagnetic clutch. In this hybrid type compressor, a 
discharged refrigerant amount is adjusted by ON-OFF con 
trolling the electromagnetic clutch When the compression 
mechanism is driven by the engine, While it is adjusted by 
controlling a current amount supplied to an electric motor 
When the compression mechanism is driven by the electric 
motor. 

[0009] Recently, the electromagnetic clutch is replaced by 
a variable capacity mechanism to change the discharged 
refrigerant amount for eliminating the impact caused by 
engaging the electromagnetic clutch thereWith. 

[0010] HoWever, adding the variable capacity mechanism 
to the hybrid type compressor results in that the total cost of 
manufacturing the same increases. 

[0011] Further, the performance of a refrigeration cycle 
mainly depends on the product of the volume of the com 
pression chamber in the compression mechanism and the 
rotational speed thereof. Therefore, the volume of the com 
pression chamber needs to be set in accordance With the 
demanded performance of the refrigeration cycle and the 
rotational speed of the driving source to drive the compres 
sion mechanism. 
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[0012] Accordingly, in the compression mechanism to 
attain the demanded refrigeration cycle performance When 
the volume of the compression chamber is enlarged and the 
rotational speed of the compression mechanism is loWed, a 
driving torque to drive the compression mechanism becomes 
large, thereby making the siZe of the electric motor unit 
large. 
[0013] As described above, When the compression mecha 
nism is driven by different driving sources, it is dif?cult to 
harmoniZe the characteristics of the driving sources and the 
compression mechanism With each other. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0014] An object of the present invention is to provide a 
hybrid type compressor in Which an impact vibration caused 
by engagement of a clutch mechanism is reduced. 

[0015] According to a ?rst aspect of the present invention, 
a one-Way clutch is provided and alloWs rotational driving 
force generated by an electric motor unit to be transmitted 
only from a rotor to a shaft. 

[0016] Thus, the rotational driving force is not transmitted 
from the shaft to the rotor. That is, an inertia moment of a 
rotational system With respect to a vehicle engine is made 
small, thereby reducing the impact vibration caused by 
engagement of the clutch mechanism. As a result, the 
driving system is less likely to be damaged, and the feeling 
of a passenger is improved. 

[0017] According to a second aspect of the present inven 
tion, a clutch mechanism gains a press-force for pressing 
clutch plates from a ?uid pressure discharged from the 
compression mechanism, thus the clutch mechanism can 
engage calmly in comparison With the electromagnetic 
clutch. As a result, the impact vibration caused by engage 
ment of the clutch mechanism can be made much small. 

[0018] According to a third aspect of the present inven 
tion, because a second one-Way clutch is provided and 
transmits a rotational driving force only from an external 
driving source to the shaft, an electromagnetic clutch is not 
needed. Thus, the construction of the hybrid type compres 
sor can be simpli?ed, thereby reducing the total cost of 
manufacturing the hybrid type compressor. 

[0019] According to a fourth aspect of the present inven 
tion, a speed changing mechanism for speed-decreasing the 
rotation generated by an electric motor unit and/or speed 
increasing the rotation generated by an external driving 
source. 

[0020] Thus, the characteristics of the driving sources and 
the compression mechanism are harmoniZed With each 
other. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0021] Additional objects and advantages of the present 
invention Will be more readily apparent from the folloWing 
detailed description of preferred embodiments thereof When 
taken together With the accompanying draWings in Which: 

[0022] FIG. 1 is an entire cross sectional vieW shoWing a 
hybrid type compressor according to a ?rst embodiment; 

[0023] FIGS. 2A and 2B are schematic vieWs shoWing a 
one-Way clutch; 
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[0024] FIG. 3 is an entire cross sectional vieW showing a 
hybrid type compressor according to a second embodiment; 

[0025] FIG. 4 is an entire cross sectional vieW shoWing a 
hybrid type compressor according to a third embodiment; 

[0026] FIGS. 5A and 5B are schematic vieWs shoWing a 
one-Way clutch; 

[0027] FIG. 6 is an entire cross sectional vieW shoWing a 
hybrid type compressor according to a fourth embodiment; 

[0028] FIG. 7 is an entire cross sectional vieW shoWing a 
modi?ed hybrid type compressor from the compressor of the 
fourth embodiment; 

[0029] FIG. 8 is an entire cross sectional vieW shoWing a 
hybrid type compressor according to a ?fth embodiment; 

[0030] FIG. 9 is a plan vieW shoWing a speed change gear 
transmission according to the ?fth embodiment; 

[0031] FIGS. 10A and 10B are schematic vieWs shoWing 
a one-Way clutch; 

[0032] FIG. 11 is an entire cross sectional vieW shoWing 
a hybrid type compressor according to a siXth embodiment; 

[0033] FIG. 12 is a plan vieW shoWing a speed change 
gear transmission according to the siXth embodiment; 

[0034] FIG. 13 is an entire cross sectional vieW shoWing 
a hybrid type compressor according to a seventh embodi 
ment; 

[0035] FIG. 14 is a cross sectional vieW taken along line 
14-14 in FIG. 13; and 

[0036] FIG. 15 is a cross sectional vieW taken along line 
15-15 in FIG. 13. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0037] (First Embodiment) 
[0038] In a ?rst embodiment, a hybrid type compressor 
(hereinafter referred as a compressor) is applied to a refrig 
eration cycle for a vehicle air conditioning system. 

[0039] The compressor includes a ?rst housing 101 func 
tioning as a yoke of an electric motor unit 100. A magnet 
rotor unit 102 having a magnet rotor 102a and a rotor shaft 
102b, and a stator unit 103 having a stator core 103a and a 
stator coil 103b are provided in the ?rst housing 101. The 
?rst housing 101, the magnet rotor unit 102, and the stator 
unit 103 form the electric motor unit 100. The electric motor 
unit 100 drives a movable scroll member of the compressor. 

[0040] A lead Wire 103c is connected to the stator coil 
103b for supplying an electric energy to the stator coil 103b 
?Xed to the ?rst housing 101, and is connected to a control 
unit 400 described hereinafter. A bearing 104 is provided in 
a second housing 201 for supporting the rotor shaft 102b 
rotatably With respect to the stator unit 103. 

[0041] A one-Way clutch 110 is provided betWeen the 
magnet rotor 102a and the rotor shaft 102b. The one-Way 
clutch 110 transmits a rotational force from the magnet rotor 
102a to the rotor shaft 102b only. The one-Way clutch 110 
is, as Well knoWn, constructed by plural cylindrical rollers 
111, plural springs 112, and a holder 113 supporting the 
rollers 111 and the springs 112, as shoWn in FIGS. 2A, 2B. 
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[0042] A scroll type compression mechanism 200 is pro 
vided at the rear end side (right side) of the rotor shaft 102b. 
The scroll type compression mechanism 200 includes the 
movable scroll member 202 orbiting around the rotational 
aXis of the rotor shaft 102b to compress the refrigerant, and 
a ?Xed scroll member 203 ?Xed to the second housing 201. 

[0043] Each scroll member 202, 203 has a spiral tooth 
202a, 203a, and these teeth 202a, 203a form compression 
chambers Vc, Where the refrigerant is suctioned and com 
pressed, by engaging With each other. 

[0044] The movable scroll member 202 are connected to 
the magnet rotor unit 102 (rotor shaft 102b) at a crank 
portion 102c formed at the rear end of the rotor shaft 102b 
through a cylindrical bush 202b and a bearing 202c. 

[0045] A discharge port 204 is formed at the center of the 
end plate of the ?Xed scroll member 203 for discharging the 
compressed refrigerant from the compression chambers Vc 
to a discharge chamber 205. The discharged refrigerant 
having a high pressure is further discharged out of the 
compressor through a discharge outlet (not illustrated) of the 
compressor. 

[0046] A pulley shaft 301 is provided in the ?rst housing 
101 to be coaXial to the rotor shaft 102b, and is rotatably 
supported by a bearing 302. 

[0047] Apulley 303 is ?Xed to the front end side (opposite 
side to the compression mechanism 200) of the pulley shaft 
301 outside the ?rst housing 101. The pulley 303 transmits 
a rotational driving force from a vehicle engine (not illus 
trated) as an external driving source to the pulley shaft 301. 

[0048] Aclutch mechanism 304 is provided at the rear end 
side (the compression mechanism 200 side) of the pulley 
shaft 301 Within the magnet rotor unit 102. The clutch 
mechanism 304 transmits the rotational driving force (rota 
tional force) intermittently from the pulley shaft 301 to the 
rotor shaft 102b (movable scroll member 202). 

[0049] First clutch plates 304a are provided on the pulley 
shaft 301 and rotate With the pulley shaft 301, and second 
clutch plates 304b are connected to the rotor shaft 102b and 
rotate by coupling With the ?rst clutch plates 304a. A 
pressing piston 304c is provided at the front side of these 
clutch plates 304a, 304b and presses these clutch plates 
304a, 304b to generate friction force therebetWeen. 

[0050] A pressure control chamber 304d is formed in a 
cylinder in Which the pressing piston 304c is installed, and 
controls a pressure to be supplied to the pressing piston 
304c. Either one of the suction side pressure and the 
discharge side pressure of the compression mechanism 200 
is selectively introduced into the pressure control chamber 
304d by the action of an electromagnetic three-Way valve 
304f. The electromagnetic three-Way valve 304f is provided 
in a pressure introducing passage 3046 and alloWs one of the 
suction side pressure and the discharge side pressure to be 
introduced into the pressure control chamber 304d. The 
electromagnetic three-Way valve 304f is controlled by a 
control unit. 

[0051] Next, an operation of the compressor Will be 
described. 
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[0052] 1. When the compression mechanism 200 is driven 
by the vehicle engine: 

[0053] When the air conditioning apparatus starts, the 
control unit controls the electromagnetic three-Way valve 
304f so that the pressure control chamber 304d communi 
cates With the discharge side of the compression mechanism 
200, and simultaneously supplies a predetermined electric 
voltage to the stator unit 103 (stator coil 103a) in a prede 
termined period. Then the magnet rotor unit 102 rotates and 
the discharge pressure of the compression mechanism 200 
increases. 

[0054] Thereby, the high discharge pressure is introduced 
into the control chamber 304d, and the clutch plates 304a, 
304b are pressed to engage With each other, i.e., the clutch 
mechanism 304 is engaged. The rotational driving force 
from the vehicle engine is transmitted to the movable scroll 
member 202 through a belt (not illustrated), the pulley 303 
and the pulley shaft 301, thereby driving the compression 
mechanism 200. 

[0055] Here, because the one-Way clutch 110 is provided 
betWeen the magnet rotor 102a and the rotor shaft 102b, the 
rotational driving force is not transmitted from the rotor 
shaft 102b to the magnet rotor 102a. 

[0056] 2. When the compression mechanism 200 is driven 
by the electric motor unit 100: 

[0057] When the air conditioning apparatus starts, the 
control unit controls the electromagnetic three-Way valve 
304f so that the pressure control chamber 304d communi 
cates With the suction side of the compression mechanism 
200, and simultaneously supplies a predetermined electric 
voltage to the stator unit 103 (stator coil 103a) in a prede 
termined period. Then the magnet 102 rotates, and the 
rotational driving force from the electric motor unit 100 is 
transmitted to the compression mechanism 200 through the 
one-Way clutch 110 to drive the compression mechanism 
200. At this time, because the loW suction side pressure is 
introduced into the control chamber 304d, the clutch plates 
304a, 304b are not pressed to engage With each other, i.e., 
the clutch mechanism 304 is not engaged. Thus, the rota 
tional driving force from the vehicle engine is not transmit 
ted to the rotor shaft 102b, and the compression mechanism 
200. 

[0058] According to the ?rst embodiment, because the 
one-Way clutch 110 is provided betWeen the magnet rotor 
102a and the rotor shaft 102b, the rotational force is not 
transmitted from the rotor shaft 102b to the magnet rotor 
102a even When the clutch mechanism 304 is engaged. 

[0059] Therefore, the inertia moment of a rotational sys 
tem With respect to the vehicle engine is made small, thereby 
reducing the impact vibration When the clutch mechanism 
304 engages. As a result, the driving system including the 
clutch mechanism 304, the rotor shaft 102b and the clutch 
shaft 301 is less likely to be damaged, and the feeling of a 
passenger is improved. 

[0060] Further, because the clutch mechanism 304 is pro 
vided Within the magnet rotor unit 102, the siZe of the 
compressor in the longitudinal direction of the rotor shaft 
102b is made small in comparison With a compressor in 
Which the clutch mechanism 304 is provided outside the 
magnet rotor unit 102. 
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[0061] The clutch mechanism 304 gains the press-force 
for pressing the clutch plates 304a, 304b from the refrigerant 
pressure discharged from the compression mechanism 200, 
thus the clutch mechanism can engage calmly in comparison 
With an electromagnetic clutch. As a result, the impact 
vibration caused by engagement the clutch mechanism 304 
can be made much small. 

[0062] Here, the ef?ciency of the compression mechanism 
200, Which is de?ned as (kinetic energy of the ?uid dis 
charged from the compression mechanism 200)/(mechanical 
energy supplied to the compression chamber 200), changes 
in accordance With the rotational speed thereof, the density 
of the ?uid (refrigerant) suctioned and compressed, the 
volume of the compression chamber Vc, and the like. 
Therefore, the volume of the compression chamber Vc and 
rotational speed of the compression mechanism 200 need to 
be set appropriately in accordance With a demanded com 
pression load (kinetic energy of the discharged ?uid) for 
operating the compression mechanism 200 ef?ciently. 

[0063] Generally, in the refrigeration cycle for a vehicle, 
because the compression mechanism 200 is driven by a 
vehicle engine only, the rotational speed of the compression 
mechanism 200 is controlled by adjusting the diameter of 
the pulley 303. In a compressor described in the above 
reference, the setting of the pulley diameter is much 
restricted because both pulley and electromagnetic clutch 
are disposed Within the housing. 

[0064] HoWever, in the present embodiment, because the 
pulley 303 is disposed outside the ?rst housing 101 and the 
clutch mechanism 304 is disposed Within the ?rst housing 
101, the pulley 303 does not interfere With the ?rst housing 
101. Thus, the diameter of the pulley 303 can be freely and 
appropriately set in comparison With the conventional com 
pressor disclosed in the above-described reference. As a 
result, the compression mechanism can be operated more 
ef?ciently than the conventional compressor. 

[0065] For example, in the present embodiment, the diam 
eter of the pulley 303 is set smaller than the outer diameter 
of the magnet rotor unit 102 to drive the compression 
mechanism 200 With high rotational speed, thereby doWn 
siZing the compression mechanism 200 (compression cham 
ber Vc) and the electric motor unit 100. 

[0066] (Second Embodiment) 
[0067] In the ?rst embodiment, the clutch mechanism 304 
is caused to engage by the discharge pressure of the com 
pression mechanism 200, hoWever, other clutch mechanism 
such as an electromagnetic clutch may be employed instead 
of the clutch mechanism 304 of the ?rst embodiment. 

[0068] According to a second embodiment, as shoWn in 
FIG. 3, the rotor shaft 102b eXtends to the pulley 303, and 
the clutch mechanism 304 is provided outside the ?rst 
housing 101. Here, an electromagnetic clutch is employed as 
the clutch mechanism 304. 

[0069] In the above ?rst and second embodiments, the 
scroll type compression mechanism is employed as the 
compression mechanism 200, hoWever, other compression 
mechanism such as a rolling piston type or a vane type 
compression mechanisms may be employed. 

[0070] The electric motor unit 100, the compression 
mechanism 200, and the clutch mechanism 304 are inte 
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grated together, however, the electric motor unit 102 may be 
separated from the compression mechanism 200, and both 
may be connected to each other through the clutch mecha 
nism 304. 

[0071] In the electric motor unit 100, the electric energy is 
supplied to the stator unit 103, hoWever the electric energy 
may be supplied to the magnet rotor unit 102 instead. 

[0072] The one-Way clutch is not limited to a roller type 
one-Way clutch, and a sprag type one-Way clutch may be 
used. 

[0073] Further, in the above ?rst and second embodi 
ments, the one-Way clutch 110 is disposed betWeen the 
magnet rotor 102a and the rotor shaft 102b, hoWever, the 
one-Way clutch 110 may be disposed at other positions to 
transmit the rotational driving force from the magnet rotor 
102a to the rotor shaft 102b. 

[0074] (Third Embodiment) 
[0075] According to a third embodiment, a hybrid type 
compressor (hereinafter referred as a compressor) 500 is 
applied to an air conditioning system of a hybrid type 
vehicle driven by a combustion engine and an electric motor. 

[0076] As shoWn in FIG. 4, the compressor 500 includes 
a housing 501 and a compression mechanism 510 provided 
in the housing 501 at the axial rear end of the compressor 
500. 

[0077] A Well knoWn scroll type compression mechanism 
is employed as the compression mechanism 510, and the 
scroll type compression mechanism includes a ?xed scroll 
member 511 ?xed to the housing 501, and a movable scroll 
member 512 orbiting With respect to the ?xed scroll member 
511. 

[0078] The compressor 500 further includes a suction port 
513, a suction chamber 514, a discharge chamber 515, and 
a discharge outlet 516. The suction port 513 is connected to 
the outlet side of an evaporator (not illustrated) of a refrig 
eration cycle. The discharge chamber 515 absorbs pulsation 
of the compressed refrigerant, and the discharge outlet 516 
is connected to the inlet side of a condenser (not illustrated) 
of the refrigeration cycle. 

[0079] A shaft 502 is rotatably supported in the housing 
501 by a bearing 502b. The shaft 502 transmits a rotational 
driving force to the movable scroll member 512, and has a 
crank portion 502a at the rear side end thereof. The crank 
portion 502a is eccentric to the center axis of the shaft 502. 
The movable scroll member 512 is connected to the crank 
portion 502a, and is rotatable With respect to the crank 
portion 502a. 

[0080] At the front end side of the shaft 502, a one-Way 
clutch 520 is provided betWeen a pulley 503 and the shaft 
504. The one-Way clutch 520 transmits a rotational driving 
force from the engine, through a V-belt and the pulley 503, 
to the shaft 502 by only one rotational direction. Here, the 
one-Way clutch 520 may be disposed at other positions 
Where the one-Way clutch can transmit the rotational driving 
force from the pulley 503 to the shaft 502. 

[0081] The one-Way clutch 520 is, as shoWn in FIGS. 5A, 
SE, a Well knoWn roller type one-Way clutch including a 
holder 521, plural cylindrical rollers 522, plural springs 523, 
and plural seat metals 523. 
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[0082] The rotational direction of the rotational driving 
force transmitted by the one-Way clutch 520 corresponds to 
the orbiting direction of the movable scroll member 512. 
Thus, When the pulley 503 rotates in the orbiting direction 
of the movables scroll member 512, the rotational driving 
force thereof is alWays transmitted to the shaft 502. 

[0083] An electric motor unit 530 is provided betWeen the 
pulley 503 and the compression mechanism 510. The elec 
tric motor unit 530 includes a stator 531 ?xed to the housing 
501, and a rotor 532 rotating inside of the stator 531. The 
shaft 502 is press ?xed into the rotor 532 for rotating With 
the rotor 532. Here, in the present embodiment, an induc 
tion-motor is employed as the electric motor unit 530. 

[0084] A?rst communication passage 551 is formed in the 
?xed scroll member 511 for making the suction chamber 514 
communicate With the discharge chamber 515, and is 
opened/closed by an electromagnetic valve 552. The elec 
tromagnetic valve 552 is controlled by an electric control 
unit (ECU) 540 in accordance With the operational condi 
tions of the engine and the air conditioning apparatus. The 
ECU 540 includes, as Well knoWn, a central processing unit 
(CPU), a random access memory (RAM), and a read only 
memory (ROM). 

[0085] In the ?xed scroll member 511, plural second 
communication passages 553 Which make the discharge 
chamber 515 communicate With a compression chamber Vc 
formed by engaging the ?xed scroll member 511 and the 
movable scroll member 512. Lead valves 554 are provided 
in each second communication passages 553 at the side of 
the discharge chamber 515, for preventing the refrigerant 
returning from the discharge chamber 515 into the compres 
sion chamber Vc. Each lead valve has a stopper 555 to limit 
the maximum opening degree thereof. 

[0086] Next, an operation of the compressor 500 Will be 
described. 

[0087] 1. When the compression mechanism 510 is driven 
by the vehicle engine While the engine (external driving 
source) operates: 

[0088] When the air conditioning apparatus starts, the 
electromagnetic valve 552 closes the ?rst communication 
passage 551. Then, the refrigerant pressure inside the dis 
charge chamber 515 rises With the movable scroll member 
511 rotating. The refrigerant is gradually compressed While 
moving from the outside to the inside of the compression 
mechanism, thus the refrigerant pressure in the inside com 
pression chamber Vc is higher than that in the outside 
compression chamber Vc. At this time, the lead valves 554 
close the second communication passages 553 Which com 
municate With the compression chamber Vc the pressure 
inside Which are loWer than the pressure inside the discharge 
chamber 515. Therefore, the refrigerant is discharged from 
only the compression chamber Vc the pressure inside Which 
rises higher than the pressure inside the discharge chamber 
515. 

[0089] 2. When the compression mechanism 510 is caused 
to stop While the engine operates: 

[0090] The electromagnetic valve 552 opens the ?rst com 
munication passage 551. Then, the suction chamber 514 
communicates With the discharge chamber 515, and the 
pressure inside the discharge chamber 515 becomes the 
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same pressure as inside the suction chamber 514. Thus, even 
When the refrigerant inside the compression chamber Vc is 
compressed and the pressure thereof rises higher than the 
suction pressure, the lead valves 554 always open the second 
communication passages 553. 

[0091] Thus, the refrigerant introduced into the compres 
sion chamber Vc from the suction chamber 514 returns to 
the suction chamber 514 through the second communication 
passages 553, the discharge chamber 515 and the ?rst 
communication passage 551. As a result, the refrigerant is 
not discharged from the compressor 500 and circulates 
inside the compressor 500. That is, the compressor 500 does 
not operate With respect to the refrigeration cycle. 

[0092] As described above, in the present embodiment, a 
variable capacity mechanism 550 changing the amount of 
the discharged refrigerant is constructed by electromagnetic 
valve 552, the ?rst and second communication passages 551, 
553 and the lead valves 554. 

[0093] 3. When the compression mechanism 510 is driven 
by the electric motor unit 530: 

[0094] The electromagnetic valve 552 closes the ?rst 
communication passage 551, and electric current is supplied 
to the electric motor unit 530 (stator 531) to rotate the 
movable scroll member 511 (shaft 502). 

[0095] In the present embodiment, because the rotational 
driving force is transmitted from the engine to the shaft 502 
through the one-Way clutch 520, an electromagnetic clutch 
is not needed. Thus, the construction of a hybrid type 
compressor can be simpli?ed, thereby reducing the total cost 
of manufacturing the hybrid type compressor. 

[0096] Further, a one-Way clutch generally transmits a 
large rotational driving force for the siZe thereof, thereby 
doWnsiZing the hybrid type compressor. 

[0097] (Fourth Embodiment) 
[0098] According to a fourth embodiment, as shoWn in 
FIG. 6, a one-Way clutch 560 is disposed betWeen the rotor 
532 and the shaft 502. Here, the one-Way clutch 520 may be 
disposed at other positions Where the one-Way clutch can 
transmit the rotational driving force from the rotor 532 to the 
shaft 502. 

[0099] The rotational direction of the rotational driving 
force transmitted by the one-Way clutch 560 corresponds to 
the orbiting direction of the movable scroll member 512. 
Thus, When the rotor 532 rotates in the orbiting direction of 
the movables scroll member 512, the shaft 502 alWays 
rotates. 

[0100] Thus, When the compression mechanism 510 
(movable scroll member 511) is driven by the vehicle 
engine, the rotor 532 does not rotate. Thereby, it is sup 
pressed to Waste the rotational driving force transmitted 
from the engine. As a result, the fuel consumption rate of the 
engine is improved. 

[0101] Further, the stator 531 is less likely to generate heat 
caused by the electromotive force induced in the stator 531 
When the rotor 532 rotates, thereby improving the durability 
of the electric motor unit 530. 

[0102] In the above third and forth embodiments, the 
scroll type compression mechanism is employed as the 
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compression mechanism, hoWever, other compression 
mechanisms such as a sWash plate type compression mecha 
nism shoWn in FIG. 7 may be employed instead. Here, it is 
preferable that the discharge capacity is adjusted by con 
trolling the pressure inside a sWash plate chamber 571 to 
change the angle of a sWash plate 570. 

[0103] In the above third and forth embodiments, the 
electromagnetic valve 551 is simply ON-OFF controlled in 
accordance With the operational conditions of the engine, 
hoWever, the electromagnetic valve 551 may be duty con 
trolled based on the pressure inside the evaporator, for 
adjusting the discharge volume of the compressor. 

[0104] Further, the one-Way clutches 520, 560 are not 
limited to the roller type one-Way clutch, and a sprag type 
one-Way clutch may be employed. 

[0105] (Fifth Embodiment) 
[0106] According to a ?fth embodiment, a hybrid type 
compressor (hereinafter referred as a compressor) 600 is 
applied to an air conditioning system of a hybrid type 
vehicle driven by a combustion engine and an electric motor. 

[0107] As shoWn in FIG. 8, the compressor 600 includes 
a compression mechanism 610 Where refrigerant is suc 
tioned and compressed. The compression mechanism 610 is 
provided at the rear side of the compressor 600. 

[0108] A Well knoWn scroll type compression mechanism 
is employed as the compression mechanism 610. The scroll 
type compression mechanism includes a ?xed scroll member 
611 ?Xed to and integrated With a housing 601, and a 
movable scroll member 612 orbiting With respect to the 
?Xed scroll member 611. 

[0109] The compressor 600 further includes a discharge 
outlet 613, a suction chamber 614, a discharge chamber 615, 
and a relief valve 616. 

[0110] The discharge outlet 613 is connected to the inlet 
side of a condenser (not illustrated) of a refrigeration cycle. 
The suction chamber 614 is connected to the outlet side of 
an evaporator (not illustrated) of the refrigeration cycle. The 
discharge chamber 615 absorbs pulsation of the compressed 
refrigerant. 

[0111] A shaft 602 is rotatably supported in the housing 
601 by bearings 602b, 602c. The shaft 602 transmits a 
rotational driving force to the movable scroll member 612, 
and has a crank portion 602a at the rear end thereof. The 
crank portion 602a is eccentric to the center aXis of the shaft 
602. The movable scroll member 612 is connected to the 
crank portion 602a, and is rotatable With respect to the shaft 
602. The rotor 632 is rotatably supported by a bearing 602d. 
A front housing 604 and the shaft 602 are hermetically 
sealed by a lip seal 602e. 

[0112] At the front end side of the shaft 602, a pulley 603 
is provided outside the housing 601. A rotational driving 
force is transmitted from the engine (external driving 
source) to the pulley 603 through a V-belt (not illustrated), 
and the pulley 603 rotates. An electromagnetic clutch 620 
(clutch mechanism) is provided radially inside of the pulley 
603, for transmitting the rotational driving force supplied to 
the pulley 603 to the shaft 602 (compression mechanism 
610) intermittently. 
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[0113] Here, the electromagnetic clutch 620 includes, as 
Well known, a hub 621 slidably connected to the spline 
formed on the shaft 602, an armature 622 connected to the 
hub 621, a rotor 623 rotating With the pulley 603 and 
forming a part of magnetic circuit, and a stator coil 624. 

[0114] An induction type electric motor unit 630 is pro 
vided betWeen the pulley 603 and the compression mecha 
nism 610. The electric motor unit 630 has a stator 631 ?xed 
to the housing 601, and the rotor 632 rotating Within the 
stator 631. The rotational driving force of the rotor 632 is 
transmitted to the shaft 602 through a speed change gear 
transmission 640, and a one-Way clutch 650. Here, the speed 
change gear transmission 640 is constructed by a planetary 
gear mechanism, and the rotational speed is reduced by the 
speed change gear transmission 640. 

[0115] The speed change gear transmission 640 includes, 
as shoWn in FIG. 9, a sun gear 641 and an internal gear 642. 
The sun gear 641 rotates along With the rotor 632 integrally 
and With respect to the shaft 602. The internal gear 642 is 
integrated With the front housing 604 (FIG. 8). 

[0116] Further, the speed change gear transmission 640 
includes three planetary gears 643, and holders 644. Each 
planetary gear 643 is engaged With the sun gear 641 and the 
internal gear 642. The holder 644 supports the planetary gear 
643 rotatably, and transmits a rotational driving force of the 
planetary gear 643 orbiting around the sun gear 641 to the 
one-Way clutch 650. 

[0117] The one-Way clutch 650 is, as shoWn in FIGS. 
10A, 10B, a roller type one-Way clutch including a holder 
651, and plural cylindrical rollers 652, plural springs 653, 
and plural seat metals 654, Which are disposed in the holder 
651. 

[0118] The rotational direction of the rotational driving 
force transmitted by the one-Way clutch 650 corresponds to 
the orbiting direction of the movable scroll member 612. 
Thus, When the holder 644 (rotor 632) rotates in the orbiting 
direction of the movables scroll member 612, the rotational 
driving force thereof is alWays transmitted to the shaft 602. 

[0119] Next, an operation of the compressor 600 Will be 
described. 

[0120] 1. When the compression mechanism 610 is 
stopped: 

[0121] The electric current is stopped being supplied to the 
electromagnetic clutch 620 and the electric motor unit 630. 

[0122] Thus, the rotational driving force is not transmitted 
from the engine to the shaft 602, and the electric motor unit 
630 does not operate. Thereby, the compression mechanism 
is stopped. 

[0123] 2. When the compression mechanism 610 is driven 
by the engine: 

[0124] The electric current is supplied to the electromag 
netic clutch 620, and is not supplied to the electric motor unit 
630. 

[0125] Then, the armature 622 engages With the rotor 623 
to transmit the rotational driving force from the engine to the 
shaft 602, hoWever, the electric motor 630 is not operate. 
Therefore, the compression mechanism 610 is driven by 
only the engine. 
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[0126] 3. When the compression mechanism 610 is driven 
by the electric motor unit 630: 

[0127] The electric current is supplied to the electric motor 
unit 630, and is not supplied to the electromagnetic clutch 
620. 

[0128] Thus, the electric motor unit 630 operates, hoWever 
the rotational driving force from the engine is not transmit 
ted to the shaft 602. Therefore, the compression mechanism 
610 is driven by only the electric motor unit 630. 

[0129] In the present ?fth embodiment, the rotation of the 
electric motor unit 630 is speed-reduced by the speed change 
gear transmission 640, and is transmitted to the shaft 602 
(compression mechanism 610). Thus, the rotational driving 
force generated by the electric motor unit 630 is increased 
and transmitted to the shaft 602. 

[0130] Therefore, the compression mechanism 610 can be 
driven With the discharge volume Vc being large and the 
rotational speed being loW, Without making the electric 
motor unit 630 large. 

[0131] Here, When the discharge volume vc is set small 
and the rotational speed is set high for doWnsiZing the 
electric motor unit 630, the diameter of the pulley 603 needs 
to be doWnsiZed for keeping the high rotational speed While 
the compression mechanism 610 is driven by the engine. 
That is, the electromagnetic clutch 620 also needs to be 
doWnsiZed. As a result, suf?cient friction torque of the 
electromagnetic clutch 610, Which transmits the rotational 
driving force, is not attained. 

[0132] HoWever, in the present embodiment, as described 
above, the compression mechanism 610 can be driven With 
the discharge volume Vc being large and the rotational speed 
being loW. Thus, the pulley does not need to be doWnsiZed. 
As a result, sufficient friction torque of the electromagnetic 
clutch 620 is attained. 

[0133] (Sixth Embodiment) 
[0134] In the ?fth embodiment, the speed change gear 
transmission 640 is provided at a ?rst driving portion D1 
which transmits the rotational driving force from the electric 
motor unit 630 to the movable scroll member 612, and the 
rotational speed is reduced by the speed change gear trans 
mission 640. 

[0135] According to a sixth embodiment, as shoWn in 
FIG. 11, a speed change gear transmission 660 constructed 
by the planetary gear mechanism is provided at a second 
driving portion D2 Which transmits the rotational driving 
force from the pulley 603 to the movable scroll member 612. 
The rotational speed of the pulley 603 is increased by the 
speed change gear transmission 660, and is transmitted to 
the compression mechanism 610. 

[0136] That is, a roller type one-Way clutch 670 is pro 
vided betWeen the rotor 632 of the electric motor unit 630 
and the shaft 602. Apulley shaft 605 connected to the pulley 
603 is connected to the shaft 602 through the speed change 
gear transmission 660. The rotational direction of the rota 
tional driving force transmitted by the one-Way clutch 670 
corresponds to the orbiting direction of the movable scroll 
member 612. Thus, When the rotor 632 rotates in the orbiting 
direction of the movables scroll member 612, the rotational 
driving force thereof is alWays transmitted to the shaft 602. 






